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Introduction: Accurate and objective risk assessment is important
in the evaluation of many mental disorders and behaviours. For
example, in the evaluation of suicidal behaviour or the assessment
of accidents in ADHD. Video games could contribute to improve
the assessment and increase engagement.
Objectives: Our hypothesis is that the proposed videogame can
precisely evaluate risk. In addition, the developed game is able to
indirectly assess the risk. This feature is useful in setups where
patients are prone to lie.
Methods:We have developed a car driving video game where users
are told that they should drive near to the border but not too much.
We record distance to the border and each key pulsation every
0.1 seconds.

Results: It has been observed that the median of recorded distance
positively correlated with the score obtained by Self-report of Risk-
taking Behaviors (SRB). In addition, the interquartile range signif-
icant correlates with the global score obtained in this questionnaire.
Conclusions: The proposed videogame is able of performing an
accurate risk assessment. Our game takes seven minutes and it does
not need complicated nor expensive hardware and could be
deployed online. Results obtained open up new possibilities of
creating video games which make an objective assessment risk.
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Introduction: Assessing mentalizing abilities is a complex issue.
Only recently an instrument assessing mentalizing capacity as a
whole, the Reflective Functioning Questionnaire (RFQ), has been
developed.
Objectives: To reach the purpose of our study, we investigated the
psychometric proprieties of the Italian version of the RFQ.
Methods: The study was conducted on a sample including a group
of violent offenders and a group of community participants. All
subjects fulfilled the RFQ, the Personality Inventory for DSM-5
(PID-5) and the Aggression Questionnaire (AQ).
Results: The theoretical model was defined and analysed by using
Partial Least Squares–Path Modelling with high-order construct
definition. Data showed good psychometric proprieties of the
Italian version of the RFQ. Also, specific patterns of correlations
were identified between the RFQ subscales and both PID-5 and AQ
scores. Offenders significantly differed from controls only in rela-
tion to one subscale of the RFQ.
Conclusions: Data supported the factorial structure of the RFQ
found in the original validation study. Results also support the
existence of a second-order variable, mentalizing, resulting from
the convergence of hypomentalizing and hypermentalizing.
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Introduction:The construct of nature relatedness (NR) has received
a growing attention in the last decades. Past research suggest that NR
may be involved in both positive (e.g. well-being) and negative
(e.g. technological addictions) psychological outcome.
Objectives: In addition, some evidences suggest that the construct
may be tightly related to emotion regulation capacities. Despite
Nisbet et al. (2009) recently developed a short measure to investigate
the construct, this has not been still validated in the Italian context.
Methods:Weperformed three studies to validate the Italian version
of the NRS-6 and to extend the nomological network of the con-
struct. In the first study, we tested, throughout Structural
Equation Modelling, the factorial structure of the instrument and
gender invariance. In the second study, construct validity of the
instrument was tested examining correlation pattern between
NRS-6 scores and scores obtained on the Connection to Nature
Scale, the Difficulties in Emotion Regulation Scale and the Ways of
Savoring Checklist. Finally, a longitudinal study tested the temporal
stability of the measure and the predictive role of NR on techno-
logical addiction.
Results: Data documented a good factorial structure of the instru-
ment, satisfying invariance proprieties and a good test-retest
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